Don’t Forget The Lyrics

Full Don’t Forget The Lyrics Summary

The fall, one of the most successful music game shows in television history, returns in syndication with all new episodes.

This faster paced, half-hour version of Don’t Forget The Lyrics will have all the thrills and excitement that made the original a worldwide megahit. Plus, there will be some exciting new additions, starting with the perfect host... multi-platinum recording Superstar from “Sugar Ray” and the long-time host of VH1’s Extra, Mark McGrath.

Don’t Forget The Lyrics puts ordinary people center stage to win a fortune, just by knowing the lyrics to five of the biggest hit songs ever recorded. These are songs everyone knows and loves. The question is, how well will they remember the words when the stakes are high and the pressure is on? Selecting their songs from several categories including different genres, decades, and musical artists, our contestants live out the ultimate rock-star fantasy as they step into the spotlight to sing along as the lyrics are projected on a giant screen. Suddenly, the music stops and the words disappear. Will our contestants belt out the correct missing lyrics or will they freeze under the pressure of the bright lights and studio audience?

Each song they sing correctly wins them bigger money, and, when they get to the end, they have a chance to multiply their winnings and try for a fortune by going for one final “Encore” song.

“Don’t Forget The Lyrics” will also be loaded with special celebrity contestants, from American Idol to multiple Grammy winners, as well as several outrageous and emotional special event themed shows.

So sit back, turn up the volume, and get ready to sing along to the biggest hit songs of all time! But, if you want to be successful in this game, there is one thing you have to remember... Don’t Forget The Lyrics!

More Don’t Forget The Lyrics

Want To Influence VH1?

Then maybe you should be a VH1 VIP! Sound off on shows, get exclusive access and win prizes! Click here to see if you qualify.

Follow VH1 On Twitter

Keep in touch with VH1 and other fans. Never miss a tweet.

VH1 Facebook

Become a fan of VH1 for exclusive sneak peeks, full episodes, new music videos and more!